(|0 |1 − |1 |0 ) and encodes "01" that means the state |ψ − was changed into |ψ + = 1 √ 2 (|0 |1 + |1 |0 ). Then Bob sends one qubit to Alice. Eve performs an B z measurement on this travel qubit and forwards it to Alice. Alice performs an encoding operation and sends this qubit back to Bob. Bob performs an Bell basis measurement and announces his measurement outcome.
After Eve's measurement in line B → A, the state of the two qubits is |0 B |1 A or |1 A |0 B . When Alice's encoding operation is1 or σ z , this product state does not change any more. When Alice's encoding operation is σ x or iσ y , the product state becomes |0 |0 or |1 |1 . When Bob performs a Bell basis measurement, his measurement outcome is randomly in the state |ψ − or |ψ + . Clearly, when Alice announces her encoding operation, Bob has a probability p = 1/2 to find out Eve is in line. When Alice's encoding operation is σ x or iσ y , the product state becomes |0 |0 or |1 |1 . Bob's final measurement out is |φ
(|0 |0 ± |1 |1 ). The detection probability is obviously p = 1/2. The same conclusion can also be drawn when in other conditions 1 when Eve uses this disturbance attack. In this comment, we want to emphasize that when the state of the two qubit is |0 B |1 A or |1 A |0 B , Bob's Bell basis measurement outcome can not be |φ ± . Also, when the product state is |0 |0 or |1 |1 , Bob's measurement outcome can not be |ψ ± . That is the reason why detection probability is not 3/4 but 1/2 under Eve's disturbance attack.
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